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On Monday we were fortunate to have the Adelaide Football Club present
their Growing with Gratitude program to all our students.
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8-9 November Professor Maths Incursion
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th
th
13 & 20 November Yr 6/7 Growth &
Development
th
17 November 21A & 21B Adelaide Goal
Excursion
nd
22 November- Special Food Day
st &
th
21 28 November Yr 7 Footsteps

The program aims to inspire children to adopt an attitude of appreciation and
help develop emotional and physical wellbeing, build resilience and promote
positive thoughts and behavioural habits. The presentation focussed on
assisting students to develop the following habits:

5 Habits of Happiness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Attitude of Gratitude
Random Acts of Kindness
Positive Reflection
Wellbeing Warrior
Operation Home Service

It was a fantastic session and we had some great feedback from the children:
Tommy A (Reception) - I learnt I can help mum by hanging out the washing
Sage (Yr 6) – I learnt about being grateful, I am grateful for my parents.
Seth (Yr 3) – I learnt about the habits. I liked the one about being kind.
Everyone should be kind.
Chloe (Yr 3) – If people are being mean to other people, tell them to stop and
be kind.
Dion (Yr 3) – I learnt to stay healthy by eating good food and train.(Fitness
and fruit and veg)
Mackenzie (Yr 7) – Caring for each other is a good way for helping.
Alexander (Yr 7) – Random acts of kindness can make someone’s day.
Ali Colbeck
Principal

Stronger Connections: Primary and High School
Over the years a number of students from
Willunga High have worked with our students as
part of their learning / subjects – Child Studies, PE
and work experience placement. This term we
added
another
program
–
Indigenous
Mentoring. The purpose is:
 To build stronger connections between the
high school and primary school students
 To provide leadership opportunities for the
indigenous students at the high school
 To extend cultural awareness at WPS
Both Reception classes, 25A and 2B are involved
at this initial stage, which we would like to
expand in 2018. Our mentors will work with small
groups, 1:1 and whole classes telling stories,
providing
art/craft
activities,
supporting
classroom learning and other activities. Tim
Zammit (tchr) and Emma Venning (ACEO) from
the high school bring the mentors over each
Wednesday along with providing support with
preparation and reflection. Liam Kilner (ACEO)
here is also supporting the program.
We are excited about the evolution of the
program – school community input is welcome!

Hannah, Jordyn and Ruby are our first
Indigenous mentors helping out at Willunga
Primary School. A fantastic example of two
public schools working together to benefit
students.
POSITION VACANT

PRIMARY SCHOOL CANTEEN MANAGER
Casual position 20 hrs/wk over 5 days at Willunga Primary
School during Term time only.
Successful applicant must have; current DCSI Police Clearance,
Responding to Abuse & Neglect Certificate, Food Handling
Certificate and an understanding of the Right Bite policy.
For further information and application requirements, contact
Michelle Collins on 8556 2234.
Applications close at 5.00pm on Wednesday, 30th November
2017.
Only shortlisted applicants will be contacted.

Governing Council Meeting 7/11/17
Principal Report:
 Excellent data for year 2 Running Records (above
DECD and like schools)
 Visit to Interoception room by GC
 Set date for Open night 2018 (avoid High School open
night!!)
OSHC advisory committee:
 Slight increase needed in fees to sustain 2018 budget.
o Morning session no change
o $27.50 afternoon session - 2018
o $55 Vacation Care – Christmas holidays
rd
nd
 Christmas closure dates 23 Dec – 2 Jan
 OSHC building coming along – due for completion
th
25 January.
Finance Advisory Committee:
 School card threshold to be increased (by $20,000) in
2018 so more families should be eligible
 M&S charges set at $285 (same rate as 2017)
 Budget Planning for 2018 well underway
Parent Community:
 Approval to advertise for Canteen Manager. Canteen
to be run through the school (similar to OSHC). Job &
Person spec and advertisement complete.
 Special lunch day week 6 – scroll and juice day
 Themed Christmas Raffle – each class to gather items
to a theme.
Learning Committee:
 Review NAPLAN data including whole school
processes for tracking and monitoring
 Questions included for Parent survey (62 responses
by Tuesday night!!)
Grounds Committee:
 Two new scooter racks installed
 Traffic review undertaken on Aldinga Road
 School will be involved in Bike Ed in 2018

OSHC News
Thank you to those families who have donated hair dressing
items for our props. The children have been creating hair clips
and pieces to add to this also, and they are coming up with
wonderful ideas using our materials. The children have been
extending this play by creating a hair studio and salon, which
includes a waiting area with magazines, a hair washing station
and a manicure section (all imaginary play of course).
We are also focusing on friendships, groups of play and our “5
safety network”. These are 5 people who we feel safe and
comfortable to talk to when we feel worried. Maybe you can
ask your child who their 5 safety people are!

Belinda Filkin

Sue Camac’s News
Thank you all so much for your support of Bandana Day.

We sold 108 Bandanas through the front

office! It was a great effort to such a worthy cause!

Willunga’s Got Talent winners were announced at week 3 Assembly. Encouragement: Kapri and
Maddie, Entertaining: Alice, Rising Star: Olivia, People’s Choice Junior: Makayla, Lauren, Jorja,
People’s Choice Senior: Maya, Sage & Guen.

I’m sure you would have seen those puzzles that appear from time to time on your computer which tell you that
only a small percentage of people can get the right answer. All of us would like to think we would be in that
small category of people with a high IQ to solve it. EQ though (emotional intelligence) is seen by some
psychologists as even more important that IQ. For instance, someone may be able to get accepted in to
University but can they have the self-discipline to study, or handle the nerves and stress of exams? Imagine a
world in which you could not understand when a friend was feeling sad or when a co-worker was angry. In the
book Children Aren’t Made of China by Wilson McCaskill (well worth a read)
Five skills for Emotional Intelligence:
1. Self-awareness
2. Self-control
3. Self-motivation
4. Empathy
5. Managing relationships
I have condensed the following from an article in www.huffingtonpost.com and www.verywell.com

Here are four ways to build emotional intelligence with your child;
1. Help your child recognize their own emotions.
Once you help your children “name” their own emotions, whether it be frustration or anger or
disappointment, they can start taking ownership.
2. Talk about your own emotions with your child.
The best way to foster emotional intelligence is to show it. Tell your children how you are feeling and
allow them to perceive it for themselves.
3. Recognize the mood or feeling inside your house.
The mood and feelings change within your house. If you have people over, it might feel fun and jubilant.
If you wake up on a Sunday morning and the house is quiet, it might feel calm and relaxed.
4. Recognize the mood or feeling when you go places.
Going into a crowded shopping mall will “feel” different from being at a playground. Talk to your
children about the different moods. A sunny, hot day will feel different to a rainy, cold day and it will be
different for each person.

SAPSASA News
We have 4 students competing in the District Cricket Carnival being held on 20th-23rd November.
We wish Seb H, Jasper R, Lily H and Violet H all the best for the upcoming carnival.

Congratulation to the following students who have been awarded 5 house points for demonstration of
stretch and stamina in their learning and in their classrooms.
Aitkinson
Jack B
Will G
Georgia M
Cathan YD
Maya G
Hunter F
Cameron B
Emily H
Noah BB
Shanika RY
Jasmine C
Shaun W
Cooper H

Bassett
Amahlia H
Rohan S
Daisy B
Olivia W
Brice P
Kayden H
Ryder S
Audio T
Leah T
Holly W
Evan C

Baxendale
Jodi B
Ryan K
Ameya A
Jay W
Erika A
Brianna H
Caleb M
Lachlan B
Olivia W

Jarbada
Grace W
Anya H
Eddie L
Jack J
Mollie CB
Baxter O
Eve W
Reuben S

From the

To assist us with some science experiments, we are
in need of clean 300 ml jars WITH lids. If you can
help out please send to the library or front office.
Please remind your children to increase their water
intake in the warmer weather. We are noticing that
students are complaining of headaches and generally
feeling flat and unable to concentrate when they have
not drunk enough water
Thanks to Leighton and Harrison Collins for making
and installing our new scooter racks. Students can
now safely store their scooters at either end of the
school.
We would like students to leave their scooter
securely in the closest rack to their entry and exit
point. In the bottom rack, if they come through from
the skatepark, or the top rack, if they come through
Main Road entrance. This way there shouldn’t be as
many temptations to ride through the school (a
definite safety hazard). Both racks are in safe areas,
but it might be worth sending along a chain to lock it
with.

Professor Maths and the Family Fun Maths Night

Last night many of our families came along to enjoy a session
with ‘Professor Maths’. This was a fabulous night and all who
attended were entertained by both Professor Maths’ crazy antics
and the numerous math challenges that were set for families.
Parents and children practiced their stamina when trying to solve
these problems and it was fantastic to see our students
demonstrate enthusiasm, teamwork and STRETCH.
All classes have thoroughly enjoyed undertaking problem solving
with Professor Maths over the last two days and we look forward
to running similar workshops in 2018
Lisa Gray

Term 4 Classroom Roundup
Class 1A receptions are learning about the properties and
descriptions for 2D and 3D shapes, finding them in our
environment and problem solving. We will be looking at collecting
and representing data later in the term and continue to focus on
number, especially teen numbers. In literacy, we are up to jolly
phonics 3 which introduces many alternative sounds. in writing, we
are looking at poetry, specifically alliteration, rhythm and rhyme.
Later in the term we will be learning how to write and address a
letter. In Science, our topic is push and pull (physics) and our CPC is
"what's the Buzz" with Sue Camac, focussing on social skills and
dealing with our feelings when interacting with one another.
Class 1B We are learning about 2D and 3D shapes in maths
followed by mapping and positional language. In literacy we have
a big focus on poetry and letter writing at the end of the term. We
are learning about push and pull in science and CPC is being
taught alongside the "What's the Buzz" program led by Sue
Camac.
25D are looking forward to their excursion to Port Noarlunga Reef and a visit from
Professor Maths. We are concentrating on Place Value in our Maths learning and improving
our narrative writing through stories and poetry. In Science we are looking at different
materials and growing some seeds in different conditions. Our Art and Craft activities will
concentrate on using a variety of materials and of course getting ready for Christmas!
23E In Science this term we are learning about
life cycles and have started by identifying eucalyptus
trees. We will be looking at the life cycle of the eucalypt
and how different animals depend on the gum tree and
help (or hinder) its growth. We now have some class
pets! We have 2 stick insects and some tadpoles to
observe growing.
2D Class Learning In Maths we spend some time revising and
revisiting topics that need some attention as well as extending
learners with some problem solving activities. In English AR
targets have been set to challenge reading with the aim of
reaching targets by the end of week 8. While our focus for term 4
is about consolidation and revision, there will also be a final
research project that will be due at the end of week 6. Our focus
on protective strategies for this term will focus on raising

awareness about the issues of identifying risky behaviours,
potential problems and having some strategies to keep safe.
Some extra curricula activities: Quiz afternoon for all year 6/7s,
cooking, orienteering, Sudokus, woolly art, growth and
development lessons for yr 7s and Footstep Dance lessons.
In 23A we are learning 'Among the Gum Trees' this term as
our Science topic has us investigating eucalyptus trees and
their life cycle. We also have two new classroom pets in the
form of Leafy Stick Insects. It will be exciting to watch them
grow and change. From a Literacy point of view we are
working hard to achieve our reading and writing goals. We
will be learning about different formats of poetry and will be
'painting pictures with our words'.
2C has a fabulous term ahead, with it being for many of our
students their last term in primary school. This term our year 7s
will participate in a growth and development program delivered
over 2 weeks by Kidzbiz . We also have the 'Footsteps' group
coming in to work with the class on some dances that will be
performed at the graduation. In English the focus is on
Biographies and in Maths we are focussing on Volume, Fractions
and Algebra.
25B Our 4th and final Term of school for this year - we again look forward to
providing enjoyable and challenging experiences for every child. As we tell the
children, the next few weeks will provide their final opportunity to demonstrate what
they can achieve in this year level, so continued support with all learning is vital. Our
final excursion for 2017 - our class will be accompanied by Ms Verzi’s children to the
Port Noarlunga reef.
In 21A we are building solar ovens to demonstrate our physics skills in
reflecting light before moving onto chemistry. In STEAM we will later
move onto using our coding and designing skills to create a smart city or
farm. We are also focusing on measurement and geometry this term in
Mathematics, as well as poetry and descriptive writing in English.
2B Following a successful camp to Arbury park, Class 2b will be
continuing our learning of animal survival and adaptations in term
4 for our science unit of work on Desert Survivors. Descriptive and
informative writing will be our focus for English, Chance and
Probability for maths and Entrepreneurial skills for Economics and
Business.
2A It was great to start Term 4 with our camp at Arbury Park. The
students appreciated a fantastic learning experience. We are
looking forward to our RBL lessons on Desert Survivors and
completing our "My Own Shop" assignment.
Rm21B We are doing Poetry and Brightpath narratives,
Brightpath working on improvements, Spatial and
Geometric reasoning, Time, Spelling - vocabulary and
usage, History, Geography and Health integrated
excursions, Chemistry, STEM project.
25E As we have had a Geographical, Scientific and Historical study
for the last 3 terms, this term we are going to take our study of
the Continents and look at different famous artists from around
the world and try our hand at being artists.
23B This term in English we are going to be learning Poetry as well as
learning new words in Spelling. In Maths we are using Smarties in
Statistics and Probability and collecting data in order to make graphs. We
are also looking forward to learning about Earth and Space in Science and
continuing to research our natural feature of Australia so we can make an
information poster.

SCROLL and MOUNTAIN FRESH
FRUIT JUICE
Wednesday, 22nd November
2017 (week 6)
This will be our
final
“Special
Lunch Day” for 2017.
If you are able to help with this
(even for an hour), please
contact the Front Office.

Governing Council is raising funds this year to
enhance our grounds and explore options for
nature or spare parts play.
Ham & Cheese Scroll or Veg & Cheese Scroll &
Mountain Fresh Fruit Juice $5.00

Willunga/Aldinga Trail

Fund My Neighbourhood – Make sure
you have a say

A cycling trail
connecting Willunga to
Aldinga Beach.
Category
Mobility, transport and
safety
Project Size-Large
Budget-$150,000

The State Government is giving the community the opportunity to
choose which local infrastructure projects will be undertaken next
year. Projects that receive the most votes will be funded, and we
are advised that regional areas will not directly compete with the
more heavily populated suburban areas.
There are nine projects in Willunga, of which five are located in
Willunga Recreation Park. The Willunga Recreation Park Executive
Committee encourages residents to vote for the maximum
number of five projects. We would be delighted if you chose our
projects, but what is most important is that as many people as
possible vote for projects in Willunga. If you don't vote, the
community misses out on important infrastructure.

Willunga Recreation
Park Outdoor Seating
Replace old and broken
seating within Willunga
Recreation Park
Category
Open space, sport and
recreation
Project Size-Medium
Budget-$65,000

Willunga Recreation
Park
War Memorial
Relocation
Move the Willunga War
Memorial due to
construction work
Category
Health, wellbeing and
inclusion
Project Size-Small
Budget-$10,000

Willunga
Recreation Park
Playground
Upgrade
playground to
improve safety
and create more
fun
Category
Open space,
sport and
recreation
Project SizeMedium
Budget-$47,000
Willunga
Recreation Park
Willunga CFS
Station
Upgrade
To upgrade the
meeting room
and add
changing rooms
Category
Health,
wellbeing and
inclusion
Project SizeLarge
Budget-$10,000

Willunga
Recreation Park
Willunga Netball
Club Walkway
Provide a safe
walkway
between Netball
Clubrooms and
Festival Hall
Category
Open space,
sport and
recreation
Project SizeMedium
Budget-$47,500
Willunga Hill Arts
Trail
Provide an Arts
Trail and mobile
app for Willunga.
Category
Arts and culture
Project SizeSmall
Budget-$21,000

Willunga
Playground at
the Rose
Gardens
New 'nature
style'
playground at
Willunga
suitable for all
ages.
Category
Open space,
sport and
recreation
Project SizeLarge
Budget$150,000

The Kitchen
Project
To build
community
capacity through
inclusion service
hospitality and
training
Category
Health, wellbeing
and inclusion
Project SizeSmall
Budget-$20,000

By voting for five projects in our area, you will be supporting local
community organisations. Please share this information with as
many neighbours and friends as you can – over the fence or on
Facebook/email. You must be 18 or over and can only vote once.
For assistance please contact
Brian Dempsey
Secretary WRPI
85562407

Free the Trees” on the Shiraz trail, Willunga Basin

Provide a safer recreational trail for all the community
The 9km Shriraz trail is an old railway corridor that runs between
McLaren Vale and Willunga. This trail is well used by families,
cyclist, walkers, horse riders and tourists alike. Currently many
sections of the trail are infested with woody weeds mainly Olives
and Ash. These weeds are a threat to the native vegetation and
create a closed environment that can provide an un safe situation
for community. Removing the woody weeds will provide a safer
environment and increase the use of the trail. By replacing these
woody weeds with local native vegetation will increase the habitat
for local fauna.

Go to https:// fundmyneighbourhood.yoursay.sa.gov.au
Click VOTE NOW then either browse ideas or search for
projects by name.

